
 

Club Apnea, is now Jerseys biggest and most active spearfishing Club. It was founded in 2003 by Neil Hawarth and Richard 
Cornick who wanted to create a less competitive, sociable and ethical alternative for local spear fishermen. It is not a formal 
club, there are no joining fees and there is no charge to take part in any club events. The Club is managed by Club coordinators 
Dan Noble, Mark Walker, Mike Shearer, Steve Renouf and Neil Hawarth. All Club events are coordinated via Club Apnea 
Facebook page. Divers join our events by visiting the event and clicking join. Highly competitive spearfishing is not our thing.  
The emphasis is on having fun, enjoying sociable diving and diving safely. Newcomers and visitors to the island are always 
welcome to join our events and help and advice is available to those starting out. Younger divers (under 18) can join our social 
dives, but only if they have parental consent, and their experience and the conditions are considered suitable. Throughout the 
season, there is a club social dive almost every weekend, we also have a few beer nights! For those who enjoy an element of 
friendly competition, the Club hold the following comps 

1)  Species Hunting Championship. This runs over the entire year. There are currently only 17 eligible species, and the object is to catch as many these 
different species as possible and the biggest specimens possible.   Fish can be caught anywhere within Jersey waters (no night diving). The diver who 
catches the most species is the winner (maximum of 17). In the event of a tie, the diver with the heaviest catch wins. This is probably the most 
challenging of our comps and requires the diver to try different areas and to learn different hunting techniques.  At the end of the year, there are also 
prizes for best bass, mullet, bream and flatfish and the Club hold a vote to choose the fish of the year (can be any species). 

2) Silver fish and Flatfish Championship .This is decided over three dives, only Bass, mullet, bream and flatfish are eligible, max of three of each species 
can be weighed in ( ie max of  12 fish) 

3) The Alain Lenaghan Memorial dive. A poignant dive in memory of our dive buddy.  Usually held in August. Bass and mullet only.  Only one bass and 
one mullet can be weighed in, heaviest catch wins. 

The Club promote ethical and selective spearfishing. Club divers are encouraged to take only what they need for their own use. 
Consequently, to reflect this ethos, all our comps have catch limits. In addition, there are size limits which are well above legal 
requirements (eg our club bass limit is 45cm).  Please see our Facebook page for rules and further details. 

New for 2014. There are currently only two known active pole spear fishermen in jersey! …. but…  there may be others who wish 
to have a go at this very challenging technique?  So, this year, there will be a trophy for best pole spear caught specimen (to be 
voted by club members).   

Club Apnea can be contacted via Facebpook or via email  admin@clubapnea.com 
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